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AVAILABLE COLOURS:

FMG CARGO TROUSERS
Painter's trousers, work trousers or utility trousers? No matter what you choose to call the trousers that
you work in, we most definitely have a model that suits your specific needs.

A SELECTION OF WORKWEAR FOR BOTH PAINTERS AND TRADIES
FMG Workwear collection consists of our most innovative and advanced tradies and painter trousers. With
unique designs and top of the line materials, these trousers take workwear to a higher level.

FMG Cargo Trousers typically have a sportier, somewhat more fitted design. These trousers combine high
function with a more modern fit. These trousers often feature extra reinforcements, smart pockets and
comfortable stretch materials. They are a good choice for painters and tradies who want extra features
and prefer a more contemporary style.

Removable 7mm foam knee
pads
Tapered Fit – Not too tight, not
too loose. 
Generally mid-rise with a zip
fly. 
Straight through the hip, slim
through the thigh with a
narrower leg opening.
265gsm, 97% cotton, 3%
spandex, making it
comfortable to wear in both
winter and summer. 
With an elastic waist and a
drawstring for an easy fit 
Belt loops
A large phone pocket as well
as tool pocket
Front pockets with extra
cargo pockets 

FEATURES

SIZE CHART
PANTS - MENS

BLACK TROUSERS EXTRA FEATURES
Front pockets with pouch pockets for tool belt storage
Zip pocket for secure storage of items.



SIZE CHART
SHORTS- MENS

97% Cotton 3% Elastic, 265gsm mid-weight cotton drill, making it comfortable to wear in both winter
and summer. 
With an elastic waist and a drawstring for an easy fit
Belt loops
A large phone pocket as well as tool pocket
Front pockets with extra cargo pockets

CONTEMPORARY COMFORT AND EXTRA FEATURES
FMG Cargo Shorts are proven favourites that have been worn and cherished by many
professional users. These shorts are comfortable, durable and have all the essential
functions you need. FMG craftsman shorts are typically made of materials that only
become more comfortable over time and have a design that never goes out of style. 

FMG CARGO SHORTS

FEATURES

 FMG PAINTERS CARGO SHORTS

FMG INDUSTRIES TRADIE SHORTS



CONTEMPORARY COMFORT WITH STYLE
The FMG Industries cotton t-shirt is a casual garment made of soft, breathable fabric
that is perfect for everyday wear. Short sleeves, a round neckline, and a comfortable,
relaxed fit that makes it a versatile and comfortable addition to any wardrobe.

FMG INDUSTRIES T-SHIRT

Colours:Colours:
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